
BBE School Readiness Choice Board, Day 1

E-Learning Day (Emergency day, not a scheduled online digital day)
This is optional for your student. NOT REQUIRED!!!

Directions: Select three options from the board. Place a check in the boxes you complete, sign
the bottom of the form, and return this sheet with any pictures.

Questions: tvoss@bbejaguars.org or 320-254-8211 ext 1307 Available from 10 am-3pm

Reading and Writing Math & Science Social/Emotional Create

Partner read with someone.
Draw a picture about the book
and bring it to school on your
next school day.

1.

2.

Focus skills: Participates in
reading activities with
enjoyment and purpose.
Retells a story using a variety
of materials.

Play a card game with
someone at home.
What did you play?

War

Go Fish

Uno

Focus skills:
Understands number
quantity. Recites
number words.Reads
and writes numbers.

Play a board game with
someone at home. What did
you play?

Focus skills: Attends for at
least 5 minutes. Talks through
simple tasks and conflicts.
Shows ability to stop and
think before acting.

Make something using
Legos, blocks, or any
other building materials
that you have at home.
Take a picture and send it
to SeeSaw or your
teacher’s email.

Focus skills: Creates a
plan to achieve a goal
and follows through.
Maintains a positive
outlook. Becomes
absorbed in the process
of creating.

mailto:tvoss@bbejaguars.org


Draw pictures of things that
have the same first sound as
your name. Bring it to school
on your next school day.

Trisha

Focus skills: Uses specific
words to name objects and
their features and functions.
Identifies and continues
sound patterns and sounds in
spoken language. Uses
pictures to communicate
information.

Bake: measure, stir,
and cook something
today. What did you
make?

Focus skills:
Demonstrates that
different materials and
strategies impact
outcomes. Changes a
plan if the outcome is
not as expected.

Ride your bike,go for a walk,
play at the playground.
Take a picture and send it to
SeeSaw or your teacher’s
email!

Focus Skills: Attempts to
pump legs to swing.
Negotiates and shares with
other children. Builds
friendships through play and
conversation.Uses trusted
adults for support.

Make Egg glasses.
Template included.

Egg glasses

Focus skills: Uses
hand-eye coordination to
perform tasks. Uses art
for self-expression..

____________________________________________________________________________
Caregiver Signature Date

https://picklebums.com/printable-easter-glasses/


BBE School Readiness Choice Board, Day 2
E-Learning Day (Emergency day, not a scheduled online digital day)

This is optional for your student. NOT REQUIRED!!!

Directions: Select three options from the board. Place a check in the boxes you completed and
sign the bottom of the form. Please return this sheet along with any pictures when you go back

to school.
Questions: tvoss@bbejaguars.org or 320-254-8211 ext 1307 Available from 10 am-3pm

Reading and Writing Math & Science Social/Emotional Create

Draw a picture about
something you did today and
tell your caregiver about it.

1.

2.
Focus skills: Uses sentences
that express logical
relationships. Share
information about
experiences. Understand
there are different purposes
for writing. Uses pictures to
communicate.

*Paper cups with
numbers 1-15. Any
counting item. Child
counts out the correct
number and puts it in a
matching cup.

*Use tape on paper to
make a rectangle,
square, triangle,
diamond, circle, oval.
Now decorate each
shape.

Focus skills:
Demonstrates 1 to 1
correspondence.
Gives 5 or more items
consistently. Compose
and Decompose
shapes.

Mirror mimic: Two people
face each other and let one
person lead(any action).
Mimic the leading person as if
you were looking into a
mirror.

Help match and fold socks at
your house. Count how many
pairs you folded.

Play with your sibling or
caregiver. First you choose
the game to play and then
they choose the game to
play: hide and seek, a card
game, cars, etc.

Focus skills: Shows ability to
initiate and engage in positive
interactions with peers and
adults. Negotiates and shares
with other children during
play. Compares self to
siblings and sees similarities
and differences.

Soapy water in a
container or tub. Use
scoops and measuring
cups and bowls to
measure and scoop or
wash the dishes. Take a
picture and send it to
SeeSaw or your teacher’s
email.

Focus skills: Participates
in a variety of roles in the
early childhood/home
setting. Awareness of
familiar jobs. Identifies
self as part of a
community/family.
Describes own actions in
the process of
experimenting.

mailto:tvoss@bbejaguars.org


Draw a picture of 2 things that
rhyme. Have your caregiver
write those two words on your
paper.

nose                       hose

Focus skills: Develops
awareness of the sounds of
English.

Make Sidewalk Paint:
1c. Water, 1c.
Cornstarch, 2-3 drops
of food coloring of your
choice. Mix together
and use a paintbrush
to apply to the
sidewalk like chalk!

Focus skills; Beginning
understanding of
measurement.
Beginning control of
writing and drawing
tools.

Pick a color. Find as many
things around your house that
are that color. Take a picture
of what you find and post a
picture to SeeSaw or your
teacher’s email!

Go outside: can you build a
snowman, go sledding, make
tracks, shovel, play with your
animal

Focus skills: Sort by a
particular attribute. Large
motor play for large muscle
development.

Make a card for your
grandparent and send it
to them in the mail.

Goldilocks and the Three
Bears: Listen to the story.
Make the characters
using whatever supplies
you have at home. Put on
a play for your family.

Focus skills: Writing can
be used for many
purposes. Use drawing to
convey a message.
Identify self as part of a
family. Begin to recognize
others' feelings and
reactions. Represents
ideas and stories through
play.

____________________________________________________________________________
Caregiver Signature Date

https://www.dltk-teach.com/rhymes/goldilocks.htm
https://www.dltk-teach.com/rhymes/goldilocks.htm

